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Building Resilient 
Organizations   
Change Management and Practice 
Transformation in our Evolving World  



+
What we will cover 

n Top leadership role in managing strategic change 
n Health Care Reform and evolving team-based 

approaches to address the needs of patients 
n Using data to transform workflows (especially 

around high risk patients) 
n Engaging and Welcoming environments: diversity 

and inclusion to better reach patients with many 
needs  

n Moving to self-managing inspired patients 
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What Skills Are in the 
Lead?  
The Evolving Roles of Leadership 



+
Again, What do Patients Want? 

What 
Patients 

Want 

Let me 
in 

Don’t 
waste 

my time 

Care 
about me 

more 
than I do 

Figure 
me out & 

fix me 

Give me 
the best 



+
Look to the Horizon 

n What will the new patient experience look like and how 
will the physical building evolve?  

n How will operational processes change?  
n What will change for IT? Finance? Staffing? QI?  
n How will all of these changes affect the C-suite and 

management?  
n Steven Covey’s Principle to Begin with the End in 

Mind…  Let’s look at our future and then build a bridge 
from here to there.  



+
Evolution of Your Leadership Team 

n Podcast : Operation reset - Working on the belief 
that “Nothing is going to change, unless I 
change….” 
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Things 
both seen 

and 
unseen.

Cultural	competency	is	the	ability	to	understand,	
communicate	with	and	effec7vely	interact	with	

people	across	cultures	and	communi7es.	

Cultural competency is one of the top workplace skills. 

Build a Culturally Competent Team 



+

Let’s Start at the 
Organizational Level 
Changes to Affect the C - Suite 



+

Implications for 
Technology 
leads 
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+
Implications for IT / CIO role 

n The world of technology is QUICKLY changing 
towards mobile and digital health.  

n Convenience factors are a HUGE “pull” by the 
market for whenever-, wherever-, whatever-Care 
services.   

n More push by patients/consumers for                                      
“data liberacion!”       (Todd Park, past CTO of the White House) 

n Data for supervising and monitoring work quality 
and time investment by staff.  



+
Technology Advances are Coming 

n Lab Technology 
n Wearables 

 Kids : Activity 
 Adults : Activity and Athletics 
 Fertility 
 Heart Monitor 

n Integration Technologies  
 Wearable universal API 
 Apps universal API 



+
Disclaimer   

n I am not supporting any particular technologies…
nor do I have any interest in doing so... 
n I share examples only strive to make you aware of 

the breadth and depth of opportunities on the 
horizon 



+
Lab Technology 

n Do them at home, do them while you shop, …  
You no longer have to go & wait in a waiting room 
for someone to do your tests (and from our friends 
at PPMM a new app)  

n POC and at-homeTroponin (Philips MiniCare) 
n OMADA Health : A clinically validated model of the 

Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) 
 



+
Wearable Technology : Wear‘re we 
going? Are we able to get there?  



+
Wearable Technology : Kids activity 
duration and intensity trackers 

Providence Health & Systems:  
Pilot in Snohomish County every 
5th and 6th grader got a Sqord in  
challenge to increase their  
physical activity 
Geekwire Sept 23, 2015 

RESOURCES : 
Center for Digital Game Research 
UC Santa Barbara 
http://www.cdgr.ucsb.edu/db 
 
Hope Lab 
http://www.hopelab.org/innovative-solutions/  



+
Wearable Technology : Adult and 
Athletes 

n POWER DOT : 
Work out from 
your phone. 14 
muscle groups ! 
  

n  FITBIT :   



+
Wearable Technology : Fertility and 
Heart Monitors 

n  PRIMA TEMP :  
Continuous cervical 
temperature 
monitor 

n  iRHYTHM TECH :  
FDA approved, cardiac 
monitoring up to 14 
days  



+
INTEGRATION : API (application programing interface) : 
Wearables and Apps àEHR 

n Wearables 
Integration : via a 
Universal API 

n  Applications 
Integration: HIPAA, 
Secure, Scales, Translate 
HL7 to JSON, Bi-direction 
Patient data update EHR :  



+
Data Analytics 

n What does all the data mean? 
n What is truly actionable from the data? 
n The power circles of analytics : 
n Data scientists 
n Population managers 
n Patient outreach workers powered by analytics 
n Chief Population Management Officers – the data 

wonk! 
n How do we effectively share data across organizations?  

with community partners?  



+
What if the Patient Portal was more 
Interesting, Intelligent, Interactive? 
 
n Patient Engagement and Patient Satisfaction is no 

longer a nice-to-have, it’s a MUST-HAVE for Quality 
Metrics 

n EMR companies are NOT in the business of UI/UX 
for Clinicians, so how will they understand the 
Patient?  How much longer must we wait for a truly 
interactive patient portal? 

n How do we collaborate with one another, with 
innovative companies, and create environments 
(physical and virtual) where patients want to be? 



+
Areas of Priority & Growth for CIO  

1.  Help us become a technology leader (for patient 
care and for staff retention and recruitment) 

2.  Help us leverage technology to educate patients 
on their care 

3.  Engage in the culture shift – let’s improve patient 
care overall  

4.  Increase teamwork and transparency  
5.  Help us make reporting useful  



Technology and  
Diversity and 

Inclusion 

23 

Consider barriers to the 
utilization of technology. 

Patients may have:  

•  No internet  
•  No computer in the 

home 
•  Lack of knowledge 

and how to use 
•  Lack of technical 

support 
•  Intellectual or other 

disabilities that inhibit 
the use of technology    
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+

Implications 
for Clinical 

Leads  



+
“Intelligent” Decision Support       

 Tools  

n  We will continue to make decisions, but there is more and more 
“intelligence” out there that will help us make decisions.  
n  No-Show predictor software (manually done as part of 

Coleman Associates DPI™ Program)  
n  Clinical Decision Support Software 

n  Advances in Artificial Intelligence for Behavioral Healthcare will 
allow us to care for patients differently.  
n  DARPA : Self-healing body and Mind 

http://www.darpa.mil/news-events/2015-10-05 
n  IBM Watson learning medicine 

http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibmwatson/
index.html 

n  USC’s SimCoach for training mental health professionals on 
simulated humans http://ict.usc.edu/prototypes/simcoach/  



+
Implications for CMO/Med. Dir. 

n The CMO becomes the champion for both the 
patients and the clinicians changing needs.  

n The CMO becomes a key mentor for clinicians as 
they work through new technologies and apply 
them.  

n CMO will lead the charge on utilizing and ensuring 
adequate clinical training and sign-offs for non-
clinical support staff.  



+
Drive toward Relatable Healthcare 

n We all look for people more or less like us to help 
us relate to the world around us. The role for 
laypersons and community health workers (Dr. 
Jeffrey Brenner) has been clearly 
demonstrated. ( Hotspotting – Jan 2011) 

n As behavioral health needs expand and addiction 
care needs continue to grow, this area of service 
will be expanded out with more supportive that 
then needs to be further integrated into the whole 
of care delivery.   

n This is a silo we are bring forced to tear down…  
YAY!  



+
The Expectations of the CMO 

n Connect the dots between exceptional patient 
experience, strong quality of care and a well-
utilized staff in an intellectually stimulating work 
environment.  

n Ensure that quality standards are met and staff 
have appropriate training and protocols to 
continually support the clinicians.  

n Shepherd clinicians through new technologies … 
which will continue to come our way.  

n Be technologically savvy in order to be a leader in 
the coming age of medicine.    



+
Chief Clinical Technologist? 

n Some providers are not themselves major users of 
technology.  

n  In some cases the organization may bring on board a 
clinical technologist in order to help clinical staff 
engage in and understand how to interface with the 
technology.  

n Simple tools (like a FitBits, genetic data) could be used 
by teams (physicians, health coaches,etc.) to help 
patients improve their health status …if we know how to 
read, interpret and help patients better use their tools.  

n The implications for linking clinical – social support are 
broad if we can use the technology well.  



+
Someone to help bridge the gap 
from technology to daily habits…. 



+
Areas of growth and priority for 
CMOs   

1.  Lead innovation in the realm of quality of care – 
as we move from volume to value. Insist we are a 
quality leader. 

2.  Help us innovate around population health.  
3.  Recruit, retain and mentor our providers.  
4.  Help our providers move into team based care 

approaches.  
5.  Engage in program development along with the 

C-suite.  
6.  Be a strong MD [DO/NP…] lead and delegate as 

needed.  
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POPULATION 
HEALTH … 
and the road 
to quality 
care 
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Help direct patients to social supports. 



+

CFO aka Chief “Futurist” 
Officer! 

Implications 
for Finance 



+
The CFO - CMO Connection 

n  There has historically been a chasm between Finance and Clinical 
areas.  

n  The future of practice transformation demands that we reach across 
this aisle.  

n  “Both of us have an interest in proving that quality care reduces 
costs.”(Mark Bogen, CFO at South Nassau Communities Hospital in 
Oceanside, New and CMO and new MBA Linda Efferen) 

n  The CMO got her MBA and the CFO became the technical 
administrative sponsor of the EMR.  

n  Historically, we reinforce silos and perpetuate this problem as 
clinical staff holds onto the need to provide quality care and finance 
staff holds onto the need to stay financially viable.  The two are not 
mutually exclusive.  

n  “In the era of big data and healthcare informatics that shared vision 
is key.” (David Weldon, 2016 The CFO CMO Connection Article) 



+
Value-Based Reimbursement? 

n  Fee for Service à  Value-Based Payments in primary care.  
n  VBP means that more and more payers are increasing bonuses 

for reduced ED visits, clinical compliance & outcome 
improvements,  etc.. This is the transition to Value-Based 
Reimbursement.  

n  With this leap, comes a need to better quantify improvement …   
n  Better data through ICD-10 for more detailed information; 
n  “Machine learning” from historical clinical and financial data 

sources;  
n  Analytics that identify the patterns and attributes a “risk 

score” to important data elements identified; 
n  Clinical workflow modifications by staff to alleviate the clinical 

risks to achieve positive patient outcomes, and correlate to the 
financial gains for hospital and groups  

n  Managing Care Gaps as part of the financial picture 



+
Implications for Finance 

n Changes in reimbursement are here and they change 
demands on the CFO.  

n Questions of Cost vs. Efficiency  
n CFO of the future needs to be more than just good at 

the books/accounting, “bean counting” as clinical staff 
may see it. The CFO becomes partner to the CEO and 
connects the dots for: 
n The CMO by blending medical quality and financial 

viability;  
n The CIO and helps them not overspend on the wrong 

stuff;  
n The COO by setting up systems to deliver services in 

a coordinated, effective way.  



+
The New CFO… 

n Informs strategies and risk relationships.  
n Seeks out and fosters relationships with other 

organizations. 
n Develops strategic partnerships with an eye toward 

efficient and effective care. 
n Teaches and connects the dots for clinical staff and 

the external leadership/board.  
n Sees the changing reimbursement terrain as an 

opportunity to stretch the organization and 
innovate.  



+
Areas of Growth and Priority for 
Finance 
1.  Harmonize the executive team: CFO must work closely and well 

with COO and CMO. 
2.  Use data wisely and strategically: help with data validations, 

help with business intelligence and decision making, use data 
to plan and forecast. 

3.  Help us measure the value of services. 
4.  Speak to your audience: simplify the financials, make data 

understandable and provide financial education for all staff and 
connect it to their roles in the clinic, be a champion for ROI. 

5.  Be a model for new payment methodologies as well as for 
interpersonal/leadership skills and Exec Team trust. Be part of 
the change management process. 

6.  Be a champion of growth help plan and finance growth and help 
find funds for staffing and technology to keep us up-to-date. 

7.  Get out of your office and gain a better connectedness and 
understanding of where the data comes from and see the 
multiple variables with which Operations must manage. 



+

Many, Many Changes 
Coming 

Operations 



+
Implications for Operational 
Leaders 

Each clinic interface activity (phone call, visit, home 
visit, chat, email, portal) will consider patients and 
their time and their service experience as the 
most important factors.  
n Customer Service emphasis – not in niceness, but 

in one’s ability to do many things for the patient.  
n Potential Physical Plant Changes  
These lead to:  
n More remote work and less in office activities 
n Changing ways of “monitoring the good workers”  



+
Customer Service is Paramount 

n  Unnecessary visit activities will be increasingly handled over 
the phone and online prior to the visit.   
n  We already see this in preparation for the visit through 

more robust confirmation calling.  
n  The idea of patients coming to us at various points is an 

outdated model. 
n  It will be replaced by us being mobile and coming to the 

patients.  
n  Consider implications for activities such as referrals or 

outside agency coordination. These can be done at the 
patient’s home (Community Health Workers, etc.)  

n  “To have a say in the future you have to be willing to disrupt 
your own business model.” -GeekWire Sept 23, 2015  



+
Physical Plant Implications 

n The general public is being more sensitized to 
being in spaces that are conducive to comfort, 
relaxation and healing.  This will trickle down to 
outpatient care.  



+
As We Consider Aesthetics More… 
Exam Rooms can be  

n More Fun 
n And More Like Home 

n Why not with wifi, 
chargers,  

 



+
A More Modern Waiting Room  

n Spaces evolve to become more healing, less 
institutional and more like home.  

From One Medical’s 
SoMa office .. “The 
waiting room feels more 
like home” than like a 
place to hang out and 
wait. (courtesy of ArchPaper.com) 



+
New Space = New Management Style 

n  Facilities no longer have to be designed for a time when 
workspace were governed by computers work station (which 
were larger and immobile in those days) 

n  Facilities need more technology connections, more 
transparency, more healing feel.  (Consider charging 
stations, water, options for digital learning stations,…) 

n  This will have an ATM/ “pay at the pump”/taxi vs Lyft type of 
evolution to it…meaning that each change raises the bar for 
the next. 

n  Operational Management will be handled differently as staff 
won’t spend as much time in one “station” where they can be 
easily watched or supervised. 
n   COO will have to find different and more appropriate 

metrics to measure output and effectiveness.  



+
On-Line Appointment and Check 
In Systems 
n Book your appointment on line (from Planned Parenthood Mar Monte website)  

n Check in through a kiosk:  



+
Virtual Visits Expand Care to the 
Social Network 

n This can include getting input, care, consent, 
engagement from family members, reviewing 
patients social situations, etc.  

n Why not video with other providers or other 
community resources? 

This patron at the DeYoung in San 
Francisco can share the experience 
with a homebound companion.  



+
Virtual Visits Change the Patients 
Expectations 

n These evolving experiences (Dr. on Demand, 
virtual conversations, etc., are changing our 
expectations) and are leading patients to want 
more services with fewer requirements to be in a 
building with “sick people”, more interactive and 
even less waiting time and for some… more online 
access.  



+
Priorities and Areas for Growth of 
Operations 

1.  Focus on hospitality and make our services customer centric. 

2.  Keep an eye on the workforce. Focus on keeping the pipeline & retain 
key staff. Focus on staff and patient engagement: be aware of ages, 
diversity, cultures and empower them. 

3.  Connect staff to the why of the work--build and defend the culture. 

4.  Understand new payment models. 

5.  Understand and help communication the story for staff – help them 
translate data into operational changes. 

6.  Break down silos, foster transparency. 

7.  Keep eye on compliance through change---both present & future. 

8.  Build an innovations team to consider: space, IT, staffing, patient needs. 
Make change management and embracing change a necessity. 

9.  Provide true leadership and understand change management. 



Understanding Culture in the Office Setting  

•  Culture is  body of knowledge, body of belief, and a body of 
behavior. 

•  Includes: 
–  Personal identification 
–  Language 
–  Thoughts 
–  Communications 
–  Actions  
–  Customs 
–  Beliefs 
–  Values 
–  Institution s 

•  It is specific to ethnic, racial, religious, geographic or social 
groups. 
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•  Illness Beliefs 
–  Is illness/health believed to be caused or controlled by God, 

spirits, supernatural forces, the environment, violations of rules or 
norms, mind/body imbalances, chance, hygiene, ritual practices 
or curses? 

•  Consents 
–  What preferences exist for having others involved in the consent 

process? 
–  Who are the primary decision-makers? 

•  Invasive Procedures 
–  Some cultures/religions may not accept invasive procedures. 

•  Pain 
–  Are medications accepted? 
–  How is pain communicated? Some are reluctant to verbalize 

complaints, even for severe pain. 
 

54 
Source:		h*ps://www.relias.com/blog/high-costs-of-poor-cultural-competency-in-healthcare	

Areas To Consider During Care 



10 Areas To Consider During Care 

•  Visitors 
–  Some cultures feel strongly about having immediate and 

extended family, as well as community members, present. 
•  Terminal Illness 

–  May wish to include a spiritual or religious leader, family 
spokesperson or decision-maker in discussions. 

–  May prefer a doctor disclose prognosis to head of family who will 
determine whether to and when to tell the patient. 

–  May want to protect the patient from “bad news.” May believe 
negative thoughts could hasten death. 

–  Some cultures prefer to care for a person with terminal illness at 
home and are resistant to placement in a nursing home or other 
facility. 

•  Dying Process 
–  What are beliefs about death and after-life? 
–  How do family members show grief and mourning? 

55 
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Human Resource(fulness)  
Culture, Collaboration… 

Implications 
for HR 



+
Not Only Does the Way We Manage 
our Workforce Change…. 
 
n  Our Workforce is evolving more quickly now: 

n  Healthcare will likely continue to see an influx of workers from 
the service industry.  

n  Younger generations have different skill sets and have their 
hands in a lot of other industries to suggest service changes.  

n  Younger generations have a different relationship with 
technology. 

n  The next generations of employees are more culturally 
diverse (and linguistically more diverse).  

n  Younger generations have different and greater 
expectations from their employers.  

n  The spread between the generations has more implications 
now than it did in the past, due to clear “markers” of 
innovation.  



+
Implications for Staffing/HR 

n Millennials are already the largest share of the 
work force and will be a larger portion of our staff. 
They interact with technology as a part of face to 
face conversation.  
n The  people entering the workforce now were in 

kindergarten when they met the iPhone.  
(iPhone was introduced 2007) (apple.com) 

n Millennial generation is 21 – 37 years old in 2018.  
n And, Millennials have a disproportionately larger 

share of immigrant backgrounds.  



+
Millennials as Managers 

n  As Millennials become managers, they will need to be 
thoughtfully incorporated into the older generations of managers 
and management styles.  
n  The oldest GenX-er is  aging out of the workforce based upon the 

assumption that the prime working ages are 25 – 54…  which is itself 
becoming an outdated concept.  

n  Baby Boomers will primarily be retired—in 2020, the youngest baby 
boomers will be 56 years old. (Report by Pew Research Center May 2015) 

n  Millennials bring an emboldened need for more meaningful 
work. They require a greater connection to the reason behind the 
work.  They may see more value in paperless/more eco, more 
online options for continuing education  

n  Millennials are conditioned more as experimenters (they try 
things, like apps and see if they work or not) and will abandon 
new ideas more rapidly too.  



+
Implications for Staff and Provider 
Retention 

n We must create systems that work well 
n Workers want work to be work that is meaningful 
n A key part of managing is combatting Burnout 

among staff and providers 
n Employee Burnout?? – these are people who want to 

give work for us. However, they struggle to work 
through the system to get the right thing to happen 
for patients…  

n We require more nimble and capable managers to 
be “leaders” of staff. “Managers” are an old school 
concept.  



+
Our Patients and Staff will have 
Broader cultural/linguistic needs  

n  As our workforce becomes more and more diverse note that the 
US accepted: (Aljazeera American news report)  

n  380,000 former Soviet Union Refugees (over decades) 
n  182,000 Vietnamese refugees  (late 1980s and 1990s) 
n  169,000 from Yugoslavia - Bosnia refugees (late 1990s) 
n  160,000 Iraqi refugees (late 2000s) 
n  104,000 Burmese refugees (late 2000s) 
n  Up to 4.8 Million Palestinian Refugees (over decades)  

(United Nations Relief and Works Agency) 

n  This does not include Afghani refugees, Liberia, as well as 
smaller refugee groups from Africa, Europe and Asia.   

n  These refugees need screenings, healthcare, and ongoing care, 
many in their native tongue.  

n  These people are also our future employees. 



+
Linguistically Sensitive Care Will 
Expand 

n In 2009, 20% of the population of the US spoke a 
language other than English in the home.  

n “Language is used as an indicator of cultural 
assimilation…” (page 4 of Ortman report)  

n This number is expected to rise given current birth 
rates and based upon a study using consistent 
questions (on 3 consecutive census seurveys, and using projetion models) 

n This does NOT take into account international 
migration.  

According to the US Census Bureau projections (2008 presented in 2011 by Jennifer M. Ortman)  



+
Other Diversity Considerations   

n Both our Patients and our staff are increasingly aware of 
the changing norms around the LGBTQ community.  

n Providing staff training to help create a welcoming 
environment will be more and more important in the 
coming years.  

n We find that managers are increasingly asking us to 
train staff on how to ask questions, how to identify 
pronouns, how to make an inclusive environment (see 
www.vroom.training for examples) 

n This will pay off with your patients that fall into these 
same categories…. Remember if you cannot engage 
them, you cannot help them engage in their health! 

© Coleman Associates  
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The 
Evolving 

CEO 
 



+
CEO as the Rudder and Keel 

n As the rudder, the CEO has to 
provide direction at all times. 
The directional changes and 
adjustment must be steady and 
measured.  

n As the keel, the CEO supports 
and nurtures and keeps the 
shipping from tipping too far 
from one side to another 
through changing conditions. 



+
The CEO’s Vision 

n The CEO has to pull it all together 
and be the bridge between  
n patients,  
n executive team,  
n community resources, and  
n  the staff.  

n There are many evolving factors 
that will affect the entire executive 
team and its configuration. 

n Communication to staff and through 
leadership team members is 
critical.  



+
Priorities and Area for Growth for 
the CEO 

1.  Manage growth strategically.  
2.  Make sure everyone has the tools and the communication 

and the vision for the upcoming changes. 
3.  Represent calm leadership in our harried work days. Be the 

beacon and speak the vision, be supportive and walk the 
talk. 

4.  Put people in the “right seats on the bus” in the C-suite so 
that you can trust  advice/ input. 

5.  Develop and grow management and help us acquire the 
right talent to grow. 

6.  Consider new partnerships and collaboration: with the 
community, health professions training, & other facilities. 

7.  Strengthen our financial stability through growth and 
diversification.  



+

Changing our Perspective 



+
Change is all Around Us… forcing us to 
constantly redefine ourselves and our goals 

n Let’s consider what Makes a High-Performing 
Practice these days. 
n Preparedness for Payment Reform? 
n Measures of high quality care and outcomes for 

patients? 
n Engaged patients? 
n Engaged (not burned out) staff and providers?  
n Strong Patient Care Team environment/culture?  

© Coleman Associates  
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+
Team Based Care Deconstructed 

n Since 1993, for Coleman Associates, when Smith 
and Katzenbach published The Discipline of Teams 
in the Harvard Business Review, it became clear 
that for healthcare to experience the boosts that 
other industries had credited to a team 
culture…. in healthcare we would have to move 
FROM a provider- patient relationship centered 
model TO a team-based model of work that is 
wholly patient centric.  

© Coleman Associates  
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+ The Wrong Perspective Can Hurt 

7
1 

“A change in 
perspective is 

worth 20 IQ 
points.” 



+
Team Based Care Delayed 

n This is much harder than it sounds …         
technically and culturally. 

n We are still very much in process. 
n Everyone touts team based care yet the models are 

wildly diverse…not always in a good way. 
n In most instances, patients are not yet raving about 

our new ways of working in teams and there are 
not yet engaging with us in a way that feels great 
for them or for us. 

 

© Coleman Associates  
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+
No Longer Just ‘A Good Idea’ 

n Why team based care is the future.... 
n Patient demand for services seems to be 

increasing….especially in areas of behavioral 
support.  

n Patient expectations are changing. 
n Our expectations about our work day/work life 

balance are changing. 
n The amount of “outside the visit work” seems to 

be growing as technology leads us to new ways 
of giving care.  

© Coleman Associates  
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+
No Longer Just ‘A Good Idea’ 

n Why team based care is the future.... 
n The current model seems to be leading to stress / 

burn out among staff and providers.  
n Triple Aim  (quality, experience and cost) à 

Quadruple Aim (+ burn out)  
n Primary care provider numbers are decreasing. 
n We can train support staff more quickly than 

physicians …teams must take on more.  
n Some support functions are easily automated. 

© Coleman Associates  
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+
No Longer Just ‘A Good Idea’ 

n From a changing financial picture… 
n Reimbursement structures are shifting forcing us 

to look for new ways to provide effective care. 
n Patients must be more engaged in their care in 

order to co-produce health care improvements.  
n Ability to engage in risk – reward systems 

requires higher quality, tighter systems and a 
knowledge of your patients 

n The catch-as-catch-can system of healthcare 
delivery is not a financial model.   

© Coleman Associates  
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How do I Manage all this 
Change?   

Very Carefully… 



+
Continued Practice Transformation 

© Coleman Associates  
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+
What Do YOU Need to Do?  

1. Develop and Clarify your vision for Change 
n  Eliminate Ambiguity 

2. Communicate, communicate, communicate around change 
n  What is your elevator speech? 
n  Many managers underestimate the variety of reactions to change and 

their power to influence those responses. - John Kotter 
3. Provide visible leadership 

n  Listen  
n  Be an example in transparency and change 
n  Studors Rounding for outcomes and “Management by walking 

around”  
n  Accountability Ultimately Stems from You 

4. Celebrate successes & uphold accountability 
n  Acknowledge the hard work of change... and do so genuinely! 

© Coleman Associates  
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+
1. Develop and Clarify Your Vision 

n Attend Sessions 
n Look outside and get a different view 
n Talk to those who inspire you 
n After looking outside, look inside, and take time to 

think about what you see and how it all lines up 
with the future…  
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Some Outside Influences 

n Patrick Lencioni – Three Signs of a Miserable Job, Five 
Dysfunctions of a Team  

n Daniel Goleman & Mark Craemer – Emotional 
Intelligence 

n Teresa Amabile and & Steven J. Kramer – The Power of 
Small Wins from HBR 

n Dr. Atul Gawande, surgeon, author  
n Dr. Hans Rosling, Swedish physcian and public health 

expert, Author of Factfulness 
n Follow inspirational leaders on social media… read what 

they are reading, watch what they are watching 



+
Patrick Lenconi  

“My job is to get 
your to like your 
jobs. To look forward 
to coming to work.”  

 
 ~Manager 
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Eliminate Ambiguity  

n Your role as a leader is to clarify the mission 
and set expectations.  

n Address head-on the typical communication 
gap between admin and clinical staff.  

n You are responsible for helping your 
employees see how what they do affects the 
goals.  

n Be a clear leader and set measurable goals so 
that expectations are not muddy and 
“debatable.”  

n Communicate, Communicate, Communicate – 
often & with a sense of urgency every chance 
you get.  
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2.Address Change Management 

Actively 

Talk about it first 

Discuss Expectations  

Be out in front.., even if you 
are unsure of the route 

Communicate the Goals 
over and over and over 
again 

 

Passively 
Address it when it comes 
up 
Set expectations if no one 
else does 
Let others lead their areas 
(they know that area better 
than you anyway) 
Communicate and then let 
others carry the ball 
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Basics of Change Management 

n Understand that people change at different rates. (Ken 
Blanchard) 

n Create Patient-Centeric Solutions only and solutions 
that are informed by data.  

n Be ready to explain “what’s in it for them?” to each 
staff member.  

n Train, Coach and continue a “Campaign of Change.” 
n Monitor results and provide feedback.  
n When things work better than the old way, then it is 

easier to make the case to sustain new processes until 
they become habits.  
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Why Is Change So Hard? 

n Let’s ask Dr. Elisabeth Kubler-Ross… 
n Change means loss – loss of routine, loss of 

comfort, loss of the “known”. 
n People react to change and loss differently. 
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Denial 

Anger 

Bargaining Depression 

Acceptance 

Stages of Grief… 
How Change/Loss Works 
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Kübler-Ross Stages of Grief  
Applied to Organizational Change 
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DENIAL

“Actually this
new set up is

better than the
old and I can
see how I can

make this work
for me”

“Well, this is
how it is, but

things aren’t so
bad”

“If they want
me to do that,
fine but I wont
have time to

get on with my
other duties.

Or
If they make

me do that I’ll
resign”

“This really is
happening and

there is
nothing I can
do about it”

“What a
waste of
time and
money,

How much
do those

stupid
consultants

cost?”

M
ot
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+
3. Provide Visible Leadership 

n Assuage fears about job going away 
n Provide a bridge from here to there 
n Over communicate 
n Do what you ask others to do… even if it takes a 

big bunch of your time (for example : attend the 
diversity training you ask everyone else to do...if 
it’s that important, you need to be there too) 

n Follow through.. Use tools in email, calendar, tasks, 
etc., to be sure to follow through on details (e.g. 
boomerang)  
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5 Dysfunctions of a Team  

n Keep your leadership team highly 
functioning and self-aware   
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4. Celebrate Small Wins 

n And uphold accountability as needed. 
n Watch for Quint Studor’s “the wall.”   
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+
Teresa Amabile 

n  Teresa Amabile is a Baker Foundation Professor and Director 
of Research at Harvard Business School. Originally educated 
and employed as a chemist, Dr. Amabile received her Ph.D. in 
psychology from Stanford University.  

n  Her research investigates how life inside organizations can 
influence people and their performance. Originally focusing 
on individual creativity, Dr. Amabile's research expanded to 
encompass individual productivity, team creativity, and 
organizational innovation. This 35-year program of research 
on how the work environment can influence creativity and 
motivation yielded a theory of creativity and innovation; 
methods for assessing creativity, motivation, and the work 
environment; and a set of prescriptions for maintaining and 
stimulating innovation. Dr. Amabile's current research 
program focuses on the psychology of everyday work life, 
creativity, and career transitions. 



+
Steven J Kramer 

n  Steven Kramer is an independent researcher and writer in Wayland, 
Massachusetts. He received his undergraduate degree in psychology 
from UCLA, and his doctorate in developmental psychology from the 
University of Virginia. He has served as a post-doctoral research 
associate at Vanderbilt University, a psychology professor at Brandeis 
University, and a researcher at Epidemiological Resources, Inc. in 
Newton, Massachusetts.  

n  Steve’s current research interests include adult development, the 
meaning of work in human life, and the subjective experience of 
everyday events inside organizations (inner work life). Previously, he 
researched the perceptual and cognitive development of infants and 
young children. 

n  Steve has published several articles in the Harvard Business Review, on 
topics including inner work life, managerial awareness of work 
motivators, and the influence of time pressure on creativity. He has also 
published in the Academy of Management Journal and The Leadership 
Quarterly. In 2005, he won the Leadership Quarterly Best Paper Award 
from the Center for Creative Leadership. 



+
What is Meaningful Work? 

n The work must be meaningful to the person 
doing it.  

n Are all of the jobs at your shop meaningful?  
n How do different jobs contribute value to 

something or someone important to the worker?   



+
Inner Work Life  

n What are some of the words YOU use to describe 
workday events and emotion? 
n For some of you the emotions are lower for some 

of you each day is a roller coaster of emotions, 
either way, how do you describe what you feel…. 



+
Emotions at work 

n Progress 
n Setbacks 
n Excitement 
n Frustration 
n Confusing 
n Unclear 
n Accomplished 
n Breakthrough 
n Boosted spirits 

n Dampened spirits 
n Doubt 
n Rewarding  
n Ebbing motivation 
n Morale skyrockets  
n Motivation 



+
Ways that Work Gets “Stripped of 
its Meaning” 

1.  Managers dismiss the importance of ideas  
2.  Frequent and abrupt re-assignments (think about 

PCT conversations we have been having).  
3.  Shifting priorities by management 
4.  Inadequate communication around changes in 

priorities  
 ~ Amabile and Kramer 
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What Can Managers Do? 

n Establish a positive climate  
n Stay attuned to the teams everyday activities and 

progress 
n Provide targeted support according to recent 

events 
n Establish yourself as a resource to the team, rather 

than a micromanager: check in verses check up 

    ~ Amabile and Kramer 
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The Progress Principle 

“Of all the things that can boost emotions, 
motivation, and perceptions during a workday, the 
single most important is making progress in 
meaningful work. The more frequently people 
experience that sense of progress, the more likely 
they are to be creatively productive in the long run.” 

  ~ Kramer and Amabile  



+
So What Now? 

n Get Clear about your Vision 
n Practice Communicating 
n Engage Everyone  
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So How Now? 

n Think Top Down – Bottom Up  
n In our experience change (DPI™) has to be a 

ground level change and then get supported as it 
goes up.  

n Leadership sets the vision, communicates clearly 
and creates structures to support the ideas. 

n Leaders and team members must continually and 
in all behaviors and words support a change-
ready environment. 

n Change won’t last if the system it lives in doesn’t 
change too. 
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Value Based Payment’s 
Impact on Practice 
Transformation   



+
Value Based Care=Patient Centric Care 

n What is Value Based Care and 
what does the Value Based 
Payment (VBP) System 
Reward? 

n How can we align out Patient 
Centric Trajectory and 
Transformation with The Value 
Based Care Model?   

© Coleman Associates  
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Value 
Based 
Care 

Patient 
Centric 
Care 



+
Value Based Payment 

n What is Value Based Payment? 
n What are the expected outcomes of your 

transformation? 
n What/When and how will it affect you? 
n Who are your high risk patients? 
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What has changed in 
reimbursement already 

n Quality dollars began coming from areas of compliance 
and performance…. 
n PCMH recognition 
n Decrease in ED admissions (measure of access and 

quality / teaching)  
n Decrease in chronic disease metrics (reduce HgA1c 

and get a bonus) 
n Childhood vaccinations, cervical cancer screenings, 

etc.,  
n As this happened, we saw a number of organizations 

hire care coordinators...  Good idea but not necessarily 
the best excution on the idea ...becuase it often creates 
a new team and a new silo of work... 
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In a Value-Based World   

n The model of recognizing quality is moving toward 
one of shared risk-owning.  

n The more an organization “owns” and manages its 
patients, the better of a position it is in to own and 
manage its own risk.  

n The better you do at stratifying the risk of your 
patients and developing systems to help keep 
them healthy the better off you will be in this 
system.  
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There are Several Ways to Prepare 
for VBP 

n There doesn’t seem to be magic in any one way, 
the wise organization will be sure that it is seeing 
things from a variety of different planes on a 
variety of planes. 
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One tool NACHC Readiness Tool 
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How It Works  

From the Authors  (JSI and NACHC)  

n This is set up for Community Health Centers, but it 
has a lot of great ideas… 

n A self-assessment of  
n 1-3 indicates little or initial development of 

competency in the readiness area,  
n 4-6 signals substantial progress and competency, 

and  
n 7-9 shows maturation and systemization of a 

competence. 
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How to Use the Tool 
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Areas of Assessment  

n Organizational Leadership & Partnership 
Development 

n Change Management & Service Delivery 
Transformation 

n Robust Use of Data and Information 
n Financial and Operational Analysis and 

Management 
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We want to look in more depth at  
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VBP 

n Where are your reimbursement opportunities? (Let’s 
talk about an example in Adult Med, WH, and Peds)  
n Adult Hypertension or Diabetes  

n Cervical Cancer Screening 
n Pediatric Immunizations 

n How are you measuring these data points? 
n How are you using data to guide you?  
n How are you factoring in Social Determinants of Health? 

n Are these reviewed in the huddle? 
n Does the team get a summary of its results?  
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Risk Stratification for Patients 
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To do Well in a VBP world 

n You need to understand your patient population, 
your costs, and your own human resources. 

n You need to know your costs and what is valued by 
your payors. 

n You must reconcile costs and expenses to align them 
with your own mission and goals. 

n You need to prioritize …. not just the sickest patients 
but you need a strategy to keep patients well and de-
escalate exacerbations. 

n You need a plan by care team to ensure that you 
aren’t doing duplicative, overlapping work. 
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Your Patients & Their Risk 
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We want to look in more depth at  
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Question #10  

n Clinical and administrative leaders support 
change processes in a systematic fashion. 
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Question #10 

n What are the items on the agenda of every 
departmental meeting? 

n Do meetings provide updates across silos on how 
change is being managed and prioritized in the 
organization? 

n How have your performance reviews evolved in 
recent years?  

n How is staying relevant and current on new 
processes and systems included in your strategic 
plan? 
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Question #10 

n   There is an 
organizational 
commitment to build 
staff capacity for change 
management through 
training and mentorship. 

n  Leaders have developed 
strategies to address 
past negative 
experience with 
change. 

n  Appropriate 
organizational resources 
(staff, technology, etc.) 
are dedicated to 
supporting the change 
process. 
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n  The health center 
does not have an 
organizational 
approach to 
supporting change 
processes.  

n  Change and/or 
clinical practice 
transformation 
happen 
organically, led by 
department heads. 

n  Change processes are 
imbedded in the 
organizational culture 
including job 
descriptions, 
performance review, and 
organizational 
benchmarks/score 
cards.  

n  There is regular 
communication, at all 
levels of the 
organization, regarding 
the purpose and 
objectives of change 
processes, their 
progress, and outcomes. 

1-3 4-6 7-9 
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Question #10 

n There is honest and open dialogue around past 
change struggles.  

n Someone(s) is/are responsible for making sure 
that change happens, that it is data-driven, and that 
it follows strategic goals.  

n Job descriptions and performance reviews reflect a 
changing culture and evolving expectations.  

n Leaders can effectively communicate ‘what’s in it 
for staff’ with all of the changes.  

n Staff understand data metrics and how the needle 
gets moved on those metrics.  
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Question #11 

n The health center has experience managing care 
for groups of patients and/or populations with 
chronic conditions. 
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Question #11   

n  Use disease registries 
to categorize 
subpopulations by 
clinical priorities.  

n  All service delivery 
sites participate in 
disease collaboratives 
and share best 
practices across the 
organization.  

n  Specific disease 
conditions are included 
in CQI efforts on an 
ongoing basis. 
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n  Identify high-risk 
patients informally 
or through chart 
review. 

n  Have implemented a 
disease 
collaborative at a 
minimum of one site. 

n  Engage in continuous 
visit management for 
specific conditions.  

n  Model of care 
includes systematic 
follow up for  
preventive and 
chronic care planned 
visits.  

n  Disease registries  
automatically prompt 
and remind about 
services. 
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Question #11 
What this looks like in practice 

n Your efforts are integrated, providing holistic and 
efficient patient follow-up. 

n You have a process to assess and address social 
determinants of health 

n You slice your data to be sure you are catching all 
of the patients that you can 

n Systems are established to catch your patients 
where and when they need you.  

n Teams Huddle and review not just today’s patients 
but panels of patients.  

n Nursing/Care Coordination support back  
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Question #12 

n The health center has experience managing high-
utilizer/high cost patients. 
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Question #12 

n  Participate in (MCO) 
or hospital initiatives 
to address 
inappropriate 
utilization and prevent 
hospital re-admissions 
or admissions for 
ambulatory care 
sensitive conditions. 
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n  Have not engaged 
in specific 
initiatives for high-
utilizer/high cost 
patients.  

n  Systematically 
identify your own 
patients who are 
high utilizers of 
health center and/
or system 
resources. 

n  Have a contract with 
ACO or MCO to 
conduct care 
management/ 
coordination for your 
own high utilizer 
patients. 

n  Have a contract with 
ACO/MCO to provide 
care management/ 
coordination for high 
utilizer non-CHC  
patients in the service 
area. 



+
Question #12 

n Who are your high risk patients? 
n How do you flag and track these patients? 
n How do you provide follow-up care to them? 
n How do you proactively prevent avoidable 

utilization? 
n How are you measuring activation and self-

efficacy? 
n What clinical and utilization markers are you using 

to measure your success? 
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Question #12 
What this looks like in practice 

n You have a system to lower risk (i.e., decrease 
utilization and improve clinical indicators) … 
n …which leads to improvement in patients… 
n …which allow other high risk patients into your 

program. 
n You have a systematic approach to taking care of 

patients who are high cost and moving the needle 
on their care.  

n You are able to “scale up and spread” your 
program due to its track record of improving 
outcomes and lowering costs.   
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Question #13 

n The health center provides robust care 
coordination. 
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Question #13 

n  What does your referral follow up and tracking process 
entail? Can you keep patients from falling through the 
cracks? 

n  How far outside your walls does your “blanket of care” 
extend? 
n  Do you utilize your Community Health Workers?  Do you 

have relationships with others in your community?  
n  What is your relationship with your local Emergency 

Department (ED)? How is it to coordinate care between you 
and your ED? 

n  Do you systematically review social determinants of health? 
Do you have or have ties to programs that also support 
patients across the social determinants of health? 

n  How well-versed is your staff on motivational interviewing?  
(more on patient engagement this afternoon) 
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Question #13 

n  The health center has robust 
referral tracking and follow-
up system. 

n  Care coordination includes 
motivational interviewing 
and efforts to address social 
determinants of health.  

n  Health center uses 
promotoras/community 
health workers to support 
care coordination.  

n  Health center coordinates 
care with major specialty 
and hospital groups. Health 
center is able to provide 
and/or receive information 
about care provided by 
specialty groups and 
hospitals. 
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n  The health center 
focuses primarily on 
obtaining specialty, 
behavioral health 
and hospital care for 
patients needing 
follow-up care. 

n  Referrals are made 
and tracked, but 
there is not a system 
for determining 
whether referral is 
successfully 
completed. 

n  The health center has systemic 
process for establishing patient-
driven care plan, and ongoing 
follow-up and patient support 
for the plan, using motivational 
interviewing or other 
techniques. 

n   Health center is involved in 
partnerships to reduce hospital 
readmissions and to develop 
systems to coordinate 
behavioral and physical health 
care, or otherwise coordinate 
care across providers.  

n  Robust health information 
exchange allows health center 
to share information with other 
health care providers in real 
time. 
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Question #13  

n Do you reach beyond just the four walls?  
n Care is formally extended through working 

relationships with  community partners as well as home 
experiences.  

n Do your staff have both the training and the connections 
to help meet patients breadth of needs.  (Watch for 
signs of culture around patient independence that 
could slow your internal foothold here.) 

n Robust health information exchange allows for 
information sharing with other health care providers in 
real time. 
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Question #15 

n  Are staff oriented around the traditional provider model or 
are all the services that a patient need organized around a 
hub? 

n  Is your staff organized by teams? How do you know?  
n  Do they sit in areas by discipline or by team? 
n  Do patients have a team of people that they see regularly? 
n  Do the teams stay consistent and would patients be able to 

pick their team out of a line up?  
n  How much do staff use the portal? Is it easy or efficient for a 

patient to use the portal (not likely, but I had to ask?)  What 
percentage of patients are on the portal? 

n  What does providing culturally sensitive care at your health 
center look like? 
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Question #15 

n  The health center 
has a robust system 
for assessing patient 
experience (using 
ongoing feedback 
mechanisms, focus 
groups, etc., in 
addition to 
satisfaction surveys).  

n  Enabling services 
are an integral 
component of care 
delivery, tailored to 
the needs of the 
patient. 
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n  The health center 
conducts patient 
satisfaction surveys 
routinely. 

n   The health center 
uses patient 
feedback to inform 
CQI activities.  

n  The health center 
communicates with 
patients in a 
culturally 
appropriate 
manner and in the 
client’s preferred 
language. 

n  Patients are fully 
engaged in care 
planning and 
care, and are 
provided with 
self-management 
support.  

n  The health center 
provides an 
electronic patient 
portal for access 
to patient records 
and scheduling of 
care. 
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Question #15 

n Patients can engage more readily in care that is 
designed for them culturally.  

n Patients are more linguistically and culturally diverse 
now than ever before… and so is the workforce. It is 
important to leverage that advantage.  

n The patient experience isn’t measured just in an annual 
survey but rather through many points of contact (e.g. 
robust confirmation calls).  

n The portal….  should be awesome. Smart phones are 
awesome, apps are awesome. We have to work to make 
more portals worth using.   
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Question #16 

n Behavioral health services are integrated with 
primary care services. 
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Question #16  

n Let’s talk about co-location and integration… 
n How many Behavioral Health (BH) specialists do 

you have?  
n In what capacity or with what qualifications do they 

operate? 
n Are BH specialist tied to the team? 
n Do behavioralists attend the Patient Care Team 

huddles? 
n Where is BH located in relationship to the other 

services in the clinic? 
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Question #16 
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n  Behavioral health 
services are 
offered on site 
with warm hand-
off.  

n  Behavioral health 
team members 
are integrated into 
care team at some 
sites, or partially. 

n  The health center 
has strong referral 
relationships with 
behavioral health 
providers. 

n  Behavioral health 
services are 
integrated in care 
at all sites.  

n  Health Center 
has substantive 
partnerships/
collaborations 
with behavioral 
health entities. 
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Question #16 

n Behavioral health services should not really be just a 
side arm of care…they must be “integrated” into care 
for all patient experiences.  

n Clinic staff know how to tie patients to BH in Real Time.  
n BH has its own Behavioral Health schedule and  panel of 

patients (understanding this is somewhat dependent on 
SAMSHA funding and reimbursement)  

n Social work, mental health providers, community health 
workers – they all tie together and with priority to work 
in tandem with medical and dental health for complete 
care.  
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Question #17  

n The health center provides enhanced access to 
meet the needs of the target population. 
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Question #17  

n  What are the needs of your target population? 
n  Do they need appointments? Walk-in times? Someone to come to 

them? Digital access? 
n  Thinking of your current access…  how patient-oriented is it? 

n  How many WCCs can be scheduled back to back for a big 
family? 

n  What is your late policy? 
n  Given conversations today around Opiod use…how 

accommodating are you to your population adn their changing 
needs?  

n  When was the last time you called your own after hours number 
to “try it out?” What do you have to say to get a weekend or after 
hours appointment? 

n  When is care not available to your patients and what is the back 
up option? 
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Question #17 

141 

n  The health center 
has implemented 
extended hours for 
all services and at 
most sites.  

n  Scheduling options 
are patient and 
family-centered 
and are accessible 
to all patients. 

n  Health center has 
implemented open 
access. 

n  The health center 
offers extended 
weekday evening 
and weekend 
hours at a 
minimum of one 
service delivery 
site, and for some 
services. 

n  Patients have 24/7 
access to care 
team via phone, 
email or in-person 
visits. 

n  Health center has 
collaboration with 
other providers for 
readily accessible 
urgent care (or 
provides care 
directly). 
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Question #17  

n Patients can have 24/7 access to care team via phone, 
email or in-person visits. 

n Visits offered “after hours” should be just as accessible 
as other care times.  

n Panels should reflect the scheduling needs of patients. 
n Often this implies changes to staff and provider 

schedules.  
n Late policies undermine your ability to see patients 

when they do come through the door.  
n Group and family care can be encouraged through 

different work spaces, emerging video technologies, 
etc..  
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Question #18  

n The health center has linguistic and cultural 
competence to meet the target population’s needs. 
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Question #18 

n What is the diversity of your sites? 
n Cultural diversity is very broad… Ethnic, linguistic, 

religious, gender identity & sexual orientation,.... 
n What does cultural diversity look like to your site?

Can your staff articulate the diversity they see and 
their needs?  

n How are non-English speakers handled at your 
site?  

n Are staff prepared to ask questions about a 
patient’s gender identify and sexual orientation 
(Vroom! transgender care)?  
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Question #18 

n  The health center has 
identified any new 
cultural/linguistic 
groups that would be 
served under a 
payment reform 
initiative. 

n   The health center 
regularly conducts 
staff and provider 
linguistic/cultural 
competency training.  

n  The health center 
BOD composition is 
reflective of the 
community served. 
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n  The health center 
has assessed 
linguistic/cultural 
needs of the 
population(s) in 
the service area. 

n  The health center 
makes language 
translation and 
interpretation 
services 
available to meet 
the needs of its 
patient 
population. 

n  The health center 
systematically develops 
relationships and 
partners with a variety of 
community groups.  

n  Care team regularly 
assesses and addresses 
language and 
communication barriers 
in care delivery. 

n  Expectations for cultural 
and linguistic 
competence are included 
in staff job descriptions 
and performance 
reviews, and in 
organization 
performance metrics. 
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Question #18 

n The goal is to provide care that a patient will very 
clearly understand (more on this in the afternoon 
about engaging patients)  

n From the board to the front desk, the site should 
reflect the patient population as much as possible.  

n There are a number of engaging ways to train staff 
around cultures, religions, and the associated 
needs to provide a complete patient experience.  

n Understanding patients and peers can be 
integrated into staff performance.  
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We want to look in more depth at  
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+
Question #20 

n The health center regularly uses data to 
understand the socio-economic characteristics of 
population in its service area. 
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+
Question #20 

n  Regularly examine 
data regarding the 
insurance and 
socio-economic 
status of both its 
own patients and 
residents of the 
service area 

n  AND you analyze  
trends over time. 

149 

n  Aggregate data on 
the insurance and 
socio-economic 
status of its own 
population.  

n  BUT, you examine 
data infrequently, 
typically in 
preparation for UDS 
reporting. 

n  Conduct in-depth 
analysis of socio-
economic needs of 
populations 
targeted by 
specific payment 
reform efforts. 
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+
Question #20 

n Who are your Patients?  
n What are their needs? 
n Can you form strategies on how to maximize VBP 

for your service area population? 

n Think about Atul Gawande’s HotSpotting Article 
and his partnership with Jeffrey Brenner in 
Camden, NJ 
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Again, Risk Stratification 
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+

Adjusting your 
Transformation Trajectory

  



+
Getting Started  
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+
Let’s think about moving a patient 
forward in their health 

n Identify where you are ahead? 
n Identify where you are behind? 
n Identify what is most important to you.  
n Where can you get small victories? 
n Pick off a few short term and a few long-term goals 

in an informed way.  
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+

Care Coordination   

A Workflow to Care for your 
Engaged Patients 



+
Care Coordination In the Team 

n Care Coordination can be stand alone or as part of 
the team. Some hybrids seem to work well.  

n Nurses on the team actively work hospital 
discharges and ED follow ups…sometimes when 
the patient is still inpatient, or in the ED.  

n Patient Care Teams in Huddles can actively 
support care coordination adn manage groups of 
patients in the clinic session.  

n What is the role of pharmacy in making sure that 
patients meds are managed well? Full integration 
is ideal.  
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+

The Team Dance  

Practice Transformation 
Efficiencies 



+
DPI™ Team Dance Steps 

n Visit Prep & Financial 
Prep 

n Robust Confirmation 
Calls 

n Patient Care Team 
Huddle 

n Red Carpeting the 
Patient 

n Robust Intake 
n 30-second Report 

n Midway knock 
n Chart at the Time of Visit 
n Sheep and Shepherd 
n QuickStart and Soft 

Landing 
n Communicate, 

Communicate, 
Communicate 
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+

Parting Ideas for Leading 
Change 



+
Try EVERY Idea 

IDEO: 
Fall Often to Success Sooner. 
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+
We’re Often Victims of Self-
fulfilling Prophecies 
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+
Change Does Not Happen By 
Consensus 

n Stop trying to make everyone 
happy….Everyone will not agree to 
everything all the time 

n Patrick Lencioni in his 5 Dysfunctions 
of a Team says that human beings 
don’t always have to get their way, but 
“they do have to weigh in to buy in”   
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+
Change Need Not Be Hard or Slow 

Start Small. But for heaven’s sake, just start. 
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+
Engaging Staff 

n Test ideas and Engage Staff in that testing. 
n Experiment with all ideas and let them find what 

works and what doesn’t.  
n Capture data to make strong decisions. 
n This allows for full staff engagement.  
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+
Engaging Patients 

n There are a number of ways to transform from 
telling patients what to do to engaging them in 
their care.  

n This is often best done by the care team rather than 
the provider.  

n CHWs, MA’s, nursing staff can often develop a 
stronger rapport with patients and help shape their 
behaviors 
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+
Distinguish Resistance From Slow 
To Change  

n Market Diffusion Theory (we talked about this in 
the last session – you can read the article on 
ColemanAssociates.com) 

n The Reengineering Revolution by Michael 
Hammer cautions managers against “The Kiss of 
Yes” more than even overt resistance.  
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+
Do Not Confuse Performance 
Issues With Coaching Needs 
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+
Focus On Work Processes 

n Spend your time creating good work processes 
rather than on fixing bad people. 
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+
Leverage Change Inertia … 
Momentum is your friend 

How will process changes transform your culture? 
How will culture transform your Process? 
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+

“We always hope for the easy fix: the one simple 
change that will erase a problem in a stroke. But 
few things in life work this way. Instead, success 
requires making a hundred small steps go right—
one after the other, everyone pitching in.”   
 

  Dr. Atul Gawande, from his book  

  Better: A Surgeon’s Notes on Performance 

 
Visit us at www.ColemanAssociates.com or 
www.Vroom.Training for more ideas, articles and 
tools.  
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Implementing D&I 
•  Collect race, ethnicity and language data 
•  Identify and report disparities 
•  Provide culturally and linguistically competent care 
•  Develop culturally competent disease management 

programs  
•  Increase diversity among your staff 
•  Learn about different cultures and communities 
•  Make cultural competency a priority for your practice  

Institute of Medicine report – Unequal Treatment  
•  Increased levels of competency and enhanced 

patient-provider communication have the potential to 
improve the accuracy of diagnosis, prevent patient 
exposure to unnecessary diagnostic procedures and 
provide the right care for the right patient. 
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